Marketing Approaches in Solving Medical and Social Problems on the Example of Diabetes Mellitus
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Abstract. The article provides data on the incidence of diabetes mellitus (DM) in the Oryol region. A marketing approach is proposed that includes several components followed by making decisions on the problem under study: 1. analysis of the development of diabetes morbidity in the world and in the Oryol region; 2. research of indicators of the range of specialized food products for diabetic purposes (SPDP); 3. marketing research of consumer preferences in relation to the SPDP using testing of the target audience of patients with type 2 diabetes; 4. economic and organizational measures in solving medical and social problems. The brand policy of SPDP was studied in large retail chains of the city of Oryol in the shopping center “Europe”, the shopping center “Atoll” and the GM “Lineia”. The article presents an analysis of the regulatory support of the organization of functional nutrition of the population of the Russian Federation. The results of marketing research. The proposed solution of the medical and social problems, including economic and organizational measures.

1. Introduction
All over the world medical and social problems are the most important and are solved differently in different countries. With the transition to a market economy in Russia, there was a partial commercialization of medical services, including patients with diabetes.

2. Relevance, scientific significance of the issue with a brief review of the literature
Taking into account the unstable economic situation, the fall in the standard of living of the majority of the population requires a systematic analysis in solving individual medical and social problems, for example, for the category of the population with diabetes [1,6,19]. According to the International Diabetes Federation, the number of patients with diabetes will increase to 552 million by 2030 year [16,17,18]. Analysis of the incidence of diabetes in the Oryol region according to the Department of Health in 2018 year was the highest in the last 7 years and amounted to 37325 people [5,14]. In the period from 2012 to 2018 years the increase in the incidence of diabetes in the city of Oryol and the region increased by 74.4%, with the urban population being higher compared to rural residents (Fig. 1).
3. Statement of tasks
We propose a marketing approach that includes four tasks and then makes decisions on the problem under study:

1) to analyze the development of the incidence of diabetes in the world and in a specific region (Oryol region);
2) to investigate the indices of the range of SPDP;
3) to conduct market research of consumer preferences regarding SPDP using sociological methods of questioning the target audience, testing of respondents with type 2 diabetes who are undergoing outpatient and inpatient treatment in hospitals in the city of Oryol and the region;
4) to take economic and organizational measures in solving medical and social problems.

4. Theoretical part
The complex rehabilitation system is almost completely absent, including diet food for patients with type 2 diabetes. The importing of SPDP does not satisfy the need of patients with diabetes, sugar substitutes and products based on them are produced in Russia in small quantities [2, 3, 7, 8]. The solution to the problem is based on the creation of a program that ensures a reduction in the incidence rate by identifying it at an early stage, registering patients and monitoring by the health authorities, as well as developing domestic nutritional produce of increased nutritional value, replenishing the domestic market.

When developing an range policy, enterprise-commodity producers need to conduct in-depth market research, which will make it possible to better study the structure of the competitors' products, their brand policies, forms and methods of promoting these products [12]. Marketing research includes: a study of the indices of the range of SPDP; brand policy in major retail chains of the city of Oryol in the shopping center “Europe”, the shopping center “Atoll” and the GM “Lineia”; case studies of consumer preferences regarding SPDP. Dietary products presented in the price lists were used as basic indicators of the range of SPDP.

Conducted marketing studies of consumer preferences regarding SPDP using sociological methods of questioning the target audience, using testing of 1046 respondents aged from 18 to 84 years with type 2 diabetes who are in outpatient and inpatient treatment in hospitals in Oryol and the region. The system of sociological research included: the frequency of use in the diets of the SPDP; study of patients with type 2 diabetes by sex, age, money income per person; the presented range of SPDP in the consumer market of the Oryol region; study of the influence of individual factors on the choice of SPDP. The obtained materials were processed using Statistica 6.0 software package for statistical analysis [4,11,13,15].

Despite the extensive and well-established base of regulatory support in the field of functional nutrition of the population, there are problems in the production of SPDP and their introduction into treatment-and-prophylactic institutions (MPI) and the consumer market [9,10,20]. It is necessary to take economic and organizational measures at Federation subjects' level.
5. Practical value, suggestions, results of implementations and experimental studies

The obtained values of the coefficient of latitude in the shopping center “Europe” – 77%, the shopping center “Atoll” – 72%, the hypermarket “Liniya” – 81% indicate that in this market the supply is close to the demand and commercial efforts are needed to create consumer preferences. The widest range of products is to be found in GM “Lineia” for dietary goods (confectionery, fiber, low-carb pancakes, sugar substitutes). Dietary confectionery and sugar substitutes are in steady demand in three retail chains. The range of the customer data networks is updated at a slow pace, this is due to minimizing the risks associated with the possible low demand for new products. The range of SPDP is determined by the sales volumes and prices for certain types of SPDP of the leading manufacturers of the trademarks “Shugaroff”, “Petrodient”, “Khlebnyi spas”, “Linfas”, “Zhiznelyub”, LLC “Archeda product” and KF “South Star”. The range of imported products is 5-7% of the base value.

Analysis of the consumer market SPDP showed that among the respondents of the Oryol region, diet bakery (40,3%) and confectionery products (30,1%) are the most popular; 21,5% of respondents consume canned fruits and vegetables, and only 8,1% of respondents consume food concentrates. The most important criterion when choosing dietary products is the taste of the product, the second place is the price, and the third place is taken by the manufacturer, while 74% of respondents prefer the domestic manufacturer. Sources of basic information are different, which is connected with the respondents' trust in the indicated sources – 68,0% adhere to the recommendations of the doctors; 17,0% prefer popular literature; 13,0% of respondents rely on the experience of friends and relatives suffering from diabetes. On the basis of the data obtained, the portrait of a potential consumer of SPDP is as follows: patients with type 2 diabetes, mostly women aged from 27 to 50 years, who are deficient in the SPDP and trust the domestic manufacturers of these products. The results of a sociological survey of respondents with type 2 diabetes are taken as the basis for developing a mechanism for introducing innovative nutritional products in the consumer market and in health care facilities.

A mechanism has been developed for introducing SPDP into health facilities and into the consumer market consisting of two blocks. The first block, the economic one, should include: provision of state subsidies for the production of SPDP; tax exemption on value added in the production of SPDP; reduction of trade allowances and customs tariffs for SPDP. The second block, the organizational one, should provide for: licensing of establishments producing SPDP and conducting medico-biological studies of the recipient add-ons; improvement of the certification and declaration scheme of the SPDP, tightening control over the production and circulation of the special recipients; in the constituent entities of the Federation to identify enterprises engaged in the release of the SPDP.

According to the results of a sociological survey of respondents with diabetes, consumer preferences were given, which became the basis for justifying and developing formulations and technologies for the production of a sugar-lowering fortifier and SPDP using it. The conducted research set was the basis for the development of a mechanism for introducing innovative SPDP to the consumer market and in health care facilities.

6. Conclusion

According to the Department of Health of the Oryol region, over the past 7 years, the increase in the incidence of diabetes has increased by 74,4% mainly among adults. The indicators of the width of the SPDP in commercial networks are quite high, but the limiting factors for their production are a narrow range of products produced by domestic producers, poor marketing and interaction with foreign manufacturers. Using the sociological methods of research of the target audience, a portrait of the potential consumer of the SPDP has been determined. Proposed solutions to the medical and social problems to promote the SPDP on the consumer market, including two blocks: economic and organizational.
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